
In today’s digital world your customers demand 
more than ever – increased performance together 
with personalised products and services delivered to 
virtually any smart device. 

With smart devices, social media, mobile apps now 

becoming fundamental to modern business, these tools can 

only provide maximum value to your business if they are 

tightly integrated into core business process.

SAP S/4 HANA supports your digital journey in 

transforming your business processes to allow you to meet 

your customers’ increasing demands by connecting people, 

devices, business networks and big data in real time.

SOA People and business 
transformation

One of the leaders in our field, SOA 
People has an innovative approach and an 
inherent understanding of the underlying 
processes and technology. As certified 
SAP experts and as one of the world’s first 
SAP partners to adapt vertical solutions on 
SAP S/4 HANA, SOA People helps you 
understand the benefits that SAP  
S/4 HANA can bring to your business.

Transform your business with 
SAP S/4 HANA
Drive your business transformation with SAP S/4 HANA, the new SAP suite, 
and SAP HANA, the in-memory computing platform to accelerate business 
processes, innovate and simplify your IT environment.
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SAP Business Suite on HANA

Run your existing Business Suite on the 
HANA platform to give you:

• Increased performance

• Analytical and transaction processing  
in one system

• A modern Fiori user experience

SAP BW on HANA

Run your existing BW system on the 
HANA platform.

• Real-time analysis and reporting

• Lower TCO

SAP BW/4HANA

Use this new state-of-the-art data 
warehouse to combine all your data and 
process them in milliseconds.

• Reduced development effort

• Manage all internal and external data

• Modern user experience

• 10x-100x higher performance

Big data analytics

Use the unique computational power of 
HANA to crunch huge amount of data in a 
split second with smart in-built algorithms.

• Combine internal business data with 
external sources (IoT, social media, etc.)

• Use predictive algorithms

• Apply machine learning

• Offer real-time insight

Native HANA applications

Build complete applications in HANA  
from database to modern responsive  
user interfaces.

• Build highly performant web and  
mobile applications

• Leverage the in-built business  
libraries of HANA

• Low TCO

SAP S/4HANA 

Grow your business with this  
re-imagined new Enterprise 
Management solution

The next generation of SAP S/4HANA 
gives you a business suite fit for today’s 
digital world. Redefining the concept of 
enterprise resource planning for the  
21st century, SAP S/4HANA unites 
software and people to transform your 
business in real-time.

Business models

Connect to people, devices, business 
networks and big data in real time, to do 
things previously unimagined

Business processes

Run all processes in real time,  
eliminating batch processing

Business decisions

Conduct powerful predictive analytics 
and simulations based on live real-time 
data, empowering immediate decision in 
your executive meetings

Data models

Reduce TCO and data footprint, 
eliminating indices, aggregates and 
redundancies, simplifying system 
landscape

User experience

Accelerate user adoption and value 
attainment with intuitive and customizable 
user experience for any device

System deployment

Accelerate deployment with on premise, 
cloud (managed, public, private) and 
hybrid editions combined with easy 
configuration

Why SOA People?

At SOA People, we support your 
complete journey to HANA technology 
as part of your digital transformation 
from creating initial awareness and 
innovation workshops through to proof 
of value, implementation and support. 

We can help you with the following:

• Create a clear and detailed 
roadmap to help you transition  
from your current system to  
HANA or S/4HANA

• Provide proof of concept 
evaluations and scenarios

• Deliver a simple 5-step, highly 
pragmatic approach to your 
transitioning to SAP HANA and 
S/4HANA

• Provide proven experts in HANA 
and all SAP solutions

Starting your HANA journey…

Concerned in the impact of your 
custom code for your transition to 
HANA and S/4HANA? We analyze 
your ERP system in 3 days and give 
you a clear overview in a management 
dashboard.

Need to convince your decision makers 
about the power of HANA? We offer a 
Proof-of-Value, where you can explore 
SAP HANA technology with your data 
and processes in 25 days.

Need to prepare your business to 
adopt HANA? We offer a 5-day 
functional and technical complete 
assessment of your business 
and landscape to advise you on 
your architecture, roadmap, and 
implementation approach.


